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Healthy Golf  
“Putting with policy makers”



I’m improving my mental health, via deploying multiple 
different brain functions, including attention, motor 
planning, coordination, calculation of timing, functional 
neuroplasticity and emotional control. 
And have fun too.

67+ million golfers around the world



To introduce 
practical ways 
of working with 
policy makers 
using evidence 
and stories



Use Evidence to create Policy windows
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Physical Inactivity costs lives. 
Failing to tackle PI is a poor economic, social and political choice



Do people know 
playing golf is 
healthy?

If you compare the views of compare golfers 
and non-golfers. 

Golf is still a sport that is perceived differently 
by non-golfers and golfers. 

While golfers generally agree that golf is a 
health sport, non-golfers do not.
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The dark red areas are the most-deprived and the dark blue are 
least deprived according to SIMD



Public and Semi Private Scotland Golf Courses Private Club



Distribution of public and semi-private golf courses across 
Glasgow (quintile of SMID)
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Connect with 
policies areas 
where golf can 
offer solutions

Advocate to 
change those that 
don’t support golf



Policy windows
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WHO reveals shocking 
$300 billion timebomb 
as a result of inactivity 

from 2020-2030

Global Status Report  on Physical 
Activity 2022



The policy landscape is 
dynamic and complex –
so at least get a course 
guide



The likelihood of s ucces s ful agenda s etting s ubs tantia lly 
increas es  if a ll three elements —problem, propos al, and 
politics —are planned together.

It’s a bit like putting…



Putting-Policy model will create change
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Golf and brain health: Our Narrative

Just off to improve my mental 
health, via deploying multiple 
different brain functions, including 
attention, motor planning, 
coordination, calculation of timing, 
functional neuroplasticity and 
emotional control. 

And have fun too….

V



Healthy Golf – “Putting with policy makers”
Lets make this a little easier for ourselves

Use evidence and stories to
advocate 

Fit what golf can offer into
existing policies

Get help to support your
plan for achieving policy 
change
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